September 15, 2022
The Honorable Pete Buttigieg
Secretary
U.S. Department of Transportation
1200 New Jersey Avenue SE
Washington, DC 20590

Dear Secretary Buttigieg,
I write to ask the Department of Transportation (DOT) to use its full statutory authority to
address consolidation in the airline industry and to express my serious concerns about the
proposed merger between JetBlue and Spirit Airlines announced in July. 1 DOT has significant
and historically underutilized authorities to protect competition in the domestic air travel market
to ensure any route transfers are “consistent with the public interest,” 2 and I urge you to consider
utilizing these authorities as you continue your commendable consumer-protection efforts.
DOT Must Fully Utilize Its Competition Authorities Going Forward.
Title 49 explicitly grants DOT the authority to block any transfer of a route-operating
certificate if such a transfer would not be “consistent with the public interest.” 3 Among the
factors the Secretary of Transportation is required to consider when making this assessment is
the effect of the transfer on “competition in the domestic airline industry.” 4 DOT, however, has
historically interpreted its authorities under 49 U.S.C. §41102 as only authorizing it to block
international route transfers. 5 This reading of the statute is incorrect. 49 U.S.C. §41102(a) refers
to both domestic and foreign route certificates as “certificate[s] of public convenience and
necessity.” 6 §41102(b)(2) goes on to require that transfers involving international routes are
“consistent with public convenience and necessity,” but this is an additional and separate
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requirement. Put simply, DOT’s transfer-blocking authority applies to the transfer of any
“certificate issued under section 41102” 7—whether the relevant routes are domestic or
international.
Moreover, in determining whether a transfer is consistent with the public interest, DOT is
required to consider whether an action “prevent[s]...anticompetitive practices” and “avoid[s]
unreasonable industry concentration, excessive market domination, monopoly powers, and other
conditions that would tend to allow at least one air carrier or foreign air carrier unreasonably to
increase prices, reduce services, or exclude competition in air transportation.” 8 By interpreting
its authority narrowly—more narrowly than the statute supports—DOT has, in the past,
significantly hindered its ability to promote open competition in the airline industry, but you are
not bound by that faulty interpretation.
Going forward, DOT should instead use its full statutory authority under 49 U.S.C.
§41102, §41105, §41712, and §40101 to (i) promulgate rules clarifying that the approval of
operating certificate modifications and transfers must be consistent with the public interest, (ii)
promulgate rules defining standards for how DOT will assess impacts on the public interest,
including bright lines for the competition considerations required by statute and when a transfer
is presumptively illegal, and (iii) disapprove any transfers inconsistent with the public interest,
effectively blocking anticompetitive or harmful mergers. These actions would allow DOT to
ensure that M&A activity in the airline industry is not stifling competition.
The JetBlue-Spirit Deal Is Likely to Reduce Airline Competition and Harm the Public
Interest.
DOT does not need to wait for this rulemaking to conclude before taking action in
individual cases, including the JetBlue-Spirit merger. Through administrative processes, you can
assess immediately whether any certificate transfer required for this transaction is inconsistent
with the public interest (including by harming domestic airline competition) and block the deal if
so by withholding your approval. As we describe below, there is ample evidence that yet another
huge airline merger would likely harm American consumers.
Airline industry competitiveness is in free fall, and consumers are feeling the
consequences. Today, the four largest airlines—American, Southwest, Delta, and United—
control 80% of the domestic market, more than at any point in the modern history of commercial
aviation. 9 This dominance has been achieved not primarily by offering better, more reliable
service to passengers at lower fares but instead through a series of airline mega-mergers that
have reduced service quality and increased fares. Delta, for example, acquired Northwest in
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2008, United acquired Continental in 2010, and American merged with US Airways in 2013. 10
This increased consolidation has contributed to the increase in delays, 11 cancellations, 12 and
involuntary rebookings 13 that airline passengers experience today. Consumer complaints to DOT
have increased more than 300 percent from pre-pandemic levels, 14 and air fares have outpaced
inflation. 15
The proposed JetBlue-Spirit merger is just the latest threat to consumers in this long
string of mergers. Spirit and Frontier are currently the two largest ultra-low cost carriers
(ULCCs) in the country. 16 JetBlue, by contrast, is not a ULCC and competes more directly with
high-cost legacy carriers than it does with ULCCs like Spirit. 17 If the JetBlue-Spirit merger
proceeds, it could pull Spirit out of the ULCC market altogether, leaving Frontier as the
dominant market player at that price point. 18 This elimination of ULCC competition in most
domestic routes would be disastrous for consumers. When a ULCC enters a route market, air
fares across all flights in that market fall by 21%. 19 Rather than creating a low-cost competitor to
legacy carriers, as JetBlue claims, 20 the merger could simply bring the country’s largest ULCC
into a significantly higher price tier—to the detriment of consumers.
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Compounding these concerns is the fact that Spirit and JetBlue operate highly
overlapping routes. Both Spirit and JetBlue have operating bases at Orlando International Airport
and Fort Lauderdale–Hollywood International Airport. In Orlando, the nation’s seventh busiest
airport by passenger volume, 21 a combined JetBlue-Spirit entity would have the largest market
share of any airline (barring significant capacity reductions). 22 In Fort Lauderdale, the nation’s
fifteenth busiest airport, 23 Spirit and JetBlue combined make up nearly half of the airport’s
market share. 24 Any merger that could result in half of a major regional hub’s market share being
controlled by a single airline should receive the most stringent scrutiny by regulators. Spirit also
operates dozens of overlapping routes from other JetBlue operating hubs, including Boston
Logan International Airport and Los Angeles International Airport. 25 The large degree of overlap
between the two airlines’ routes and operating hubs means the greatest impacts on competition
and fares will be felt in precisely the places where travelers currently rely on competition
between Spirit and JetBlue the most.
According to Spirit’s own analysis, which it presented to its shareholders in a bid to
prevent a hostile JetBlue merger from being approved, “a JetBlue transaction would substantially
raise fares for consumers.” 26 Because of significant “antitrust risk” from a JetBlue-Spirit merger,
Spirit assessed that regulatory approval was “highly unlikely.” 27 At its core, the airline argued,
“JetBlue is a high-fare airline trying to buy a low-fare airline and raise fares.” 28 Such a frank
assessment that a merger is anticompetitive from one of the parties to that merger should put
regulators on notice.
The potential harm to consumers if this merger is allowed to proceed is not limited to
higher fares. Spirit is the nation’s worst airline across a range of operational metrics. It often has
the highest rate of flight cancellations and lowest on-time rate of any marketing carrier. 29 Spirit,
along with Frontier, has the least distance between seats (28”) of any carrier, a figure Spirit’s
CEO describes as “a tremendous amount of legroom.” 30 The Federal Aviation Administration
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(FAA) is now looking into whether seats of this size impede passengers’ ability to safely
evacuate in the case of an emergency. 31 Flight attendants unions have accused Spirit of being
grossly unprepared to handle weather-related cancellation events, which have often resulted in
“operational meltdowns” that left passengers and workers “stranded without answers.” 32 Spirit’s
practices are sparking operational concerns, and a merger with JetBlue could expand those
practices to more planes and more travelers.
DOT should carefully weigh all of these factors as it analyzes the effects of this potential
transfer involving JetBlue and Spirit on competition in the domestic airline industry and assesses
whether to ultimately approve the deal.
DOT Must Take a Proactive Role in Airline Competition Matters—Not Defer to DOJ.
DOT can play an important role in antitrust enforcement and in shaping the enforcement
decisions of the Department of Justice (DOJ). Although DOT has clear relevant expertise
regarding airline competition and has its own statutory role in competition enforcement, DOT
has historically declined to play that role in cases where DOJ is already involved. 33 For the
JetBlue-American Northeast Alliance (NEA), for example, DOT adopted the position that it
would “defer to DOJ, as the primary enforcer of Federal antitrust laws, to resolve the antitrust
concerns [about the alliance].” 34 Though DOT did require the alliance to adhere to certain
restrictions, it admitted that these restrictions “did not address all of [DOT]’s concerns resulting
from the NEA’s impacts on competition.” 35 Instead, DOT argued that, it merely “sought
concessions from the carriers that were intended to mitigate some of the anticompetitive harm”
(emphasis added). 36 JetBlue and American seized on DOT’s deferral and are claiming the
alliance has been “authorized by the U.S. Department of Transportation” after “an exhaustive
months-long review.” 37
DOT must make its own independent competition assessments and take its own actions
accordingly without deferring to DOJ. Congress explicitly granted DOT a role in ensuring robust
competition in the airline industry for a reason: DOT is the primary repository of expertise on the
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airline industry. While DOJ is a capable agency, it is limited by budget and by statute. DOJ’s
Antitrust Division has a budget of only $184.5 million, and it employs only 363 attorneys, 38 a
staff that, along with the Federal Trade Commission, must enforce antitrust laws across the entire
U.S. economy. Critically, DOJ must bring enforcement actions in federal court to block mergers
that violate antitrust law, which is timely, costly, and incredibly difficult due to decades of awful
case law handed down by business-friendly judges. On the other hand, as noted above, DOT has
the statutory authority to block mergers that it determines are inconsistent with the public interest
at the agency level without having to go to court—a significant advantage over DOJ—and you
have an enormous opportunity to protect consumers nationwide by using this authority
aggressively.
*

*

*

After decades of uncontested airline mergers, there is little runway left for regulators to
safeguard competition in the industry. I was encouraged to see that DOT is planning to use its
consumer protection-authority to issue rules that would require airlines to provide passengers
refunds when their flights are cancelled or delayed. 39 These important steps are necessary for
protecting passengers from harmful airline practices and come on the heels of other laudable
actions DOT has taken in recent months, including the codification of an Airline Passengers with
Disabilities Bill of Rights. 40 I believe DOT should take similarly bold steps to address market
competition issues.
Thank you for your continued leadership on consumer-protections efforts and for your
attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

________________________
United States Senator
Elizabeth Warren
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CC: Mr. Jonathan Kanter, Assistant Attorney General, Department of Justice – Antitrust
Division
Chair Lina M. Khan, Federal Trade Commission
Ms. Patricia S. Hu, Director of the Bureau of Transportation Statistics
Mr. John Putnam, General Counsel, U.S. Department of Transportation
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